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Promote awareness of the risks and hazards to ensure Electrical Safety in the

workplace. 

Empower your workforce to recognise the risks, and create a safe culture for

everyone.

The Australian Institute of Health & Safety invites you to join us for the National

Electrical Safety Conference, taking place from Tuesday 12 October - Thursday 14

October 2021. 

EVENT OVERVIEW

Electricity is an essential power source, that we use every day. But if it’s not properly

managed it can cause serious injury and death. Electricity has been identified as a

leading cause of traumatic injury & fatality in the building and construction industry for

some time. 

This conference is being organised as an initiative under an Enforceable Undertaking

agreement between Growthbuilt and SafeWork NSW.

This conference aims to;

LEARNING OUTCOMES

> Discover the risks and hazards of electricity

> Increase awareness of safety

> Becoming a safer workforce

> Discover the emotions and behaviours that drives safety cultures

> Increase communication between workers

> Upskill your frontline workers

> Participants will leave with a completed safety experience that they can implement   

at their own workplace.

EVENT DETAILS

Date: Tuesday 12 October - Thursday 14 October 2021

Time: 2pm - 5pm Daily (AEDT)

Where: Virtual Online Platform

Cost: $30 + GST, Single Day Ticket

          $70 + GST, Full Conference Ticket

  Group registrations for companies at discounted rates are available

   5 x day tickets $150 + GST | 5 x full tickets $300 + GST
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14:00     Why Safety Mindfulness Matters
               Anton Guinea  -  Director, Guinea Group

15:00     Safety Culture / Human Factors 

               Kelly Lovely  -  Health, Safety, leadership and Culture specialist

15.45      Inspectors Point of view - Case Studies
                Daniel Daoud  -  State Inspector , Electrical Hazards Management , SafeWork NSW

 

16:15      Consequences - Reality of a Safety Tragedy  

               Patrizia Cassaniti  -  Safety Advocate, Let’s talk about Safety 
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Conference Schedule 

TUESDAY 12 OCTOBER 2021 - DAY 1

 WEDNESDAY 13 OCTOBER 2021 - DAY 2

14:00       Arc Flash Management
                 Jim Phillips  -  Founder/President, Brainfiller.com and Founder, ArcFlashForum

  

15:15        Powerline Safety - Look Up & Live  

                 Glenn Cook  -  Principal Community Safety Specialist, Energy Queensland

15.45       Electrical Safety Regulation & Compliance
                 Alan Girle  -  Special Counsel, MacPherson Kelley

16:15        Electrical Safety Risks & Management  

                 Darren Jenkins  -  Electrical Safety Manager at Ausgrid

16:45       Electricity: The OHS Body of Knowledge 

                 Pam Pryor  -  Manager, OHS Body of Knowledge Development AIHS
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 THURSDAY 14 OCTOBER 2021 - DAY 3

14:00      Influencing electrical safety behaviours in young construction workers
                Daniel Craig - Science Outreach Manager 

14:30       The Electrical Network and Public Workers – Findings and Learnings
                 David Cant  -  Head of Operational Safety, Ausgrid

15:15       Preventing Electrical Incidents  

                Chris Halliday  -  Director, PowerLogic

15.45      Contractor Management  

                Sue Bottrell  -  Director , ContractorSAFE

16:15       Working with Electricity  

                 Emma Jenkins

16:45      Closing
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Raising Awareness of Arc Flash Risks & Hazards

Mitch Pritchard  -  Maintenance Superintendent, AGL Energy

 

ON DEMAND SESSION GALLERY
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Day 1 Tuesday 12 October

Anton Guinea
Director, 

Guinea Group

Anton is one of Australia’s highest profile safety leadership advocates - a

specialist in his field, best-selling author and motivational speaker. He’s

the workplace incident survivor that people want to listen to. As a 21 year

old sparkie, Anton survived a near-fatal accident which changed his life

(and his outlook) forever. For over 15 years, he has been dedicated to

supporting businesses to upgrade their workplace safety culture. Anton

shares insights, provides actionable methodologies, coupled with

powerful concepts and tools, to embed safety leadership in the heart of

businesses, which gets proven outcomes. He is one of the most

passionate facilitators you will ever meet; his presentations are

memorable, deeply personal and delivered with a natural warmth and

infectious zest for life. He believes that leaders are the key ingredient in

making safety Safe; Safe to talk about, Safe to engage in and Safe to

report about!

Why Safety Mindfulness Matters
Tuesday 12 October  2:00pm 

Tuesday 12 October  3:00pm 

Kelly Lovely

Health, Safety,

leadership 

and Culture

specialist

Safety Culture / Human Factors

A contemporary Health, Safety, Leadership and Culture Specialist with a

vision for solving complex issues in Australian workplaces.

A Prosci Change Management Certified Change Practitioner and trained

Program Manager with 25 years experience in improving Health, Safety,

Environment (HSE), Leadership, Governance and Compliance and

Business Transformation performance and results.

An excellent Communicator and People Leader with a demonstrated

history of working with people in high-risk work environments and the

industries of construction, communications, Power Generation, utilities

and healthcare.

AGSM trained in Corporate Governance and Risk Management; Masters

Qualified in HSE, Business Management and experienced in Strategy,

Leading High Performance Teams and driving positive change across the

Australian Health & Safety Industry.

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL 
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Day 1 Tuesday 12 October

Daniel Daoud
State Inspector, 

 Electrical Hazards

Management  -

SafeWork NSW

Inspectors Point of view - CASE

STUDIES 
Tuesday 12 October  3:45pm

Patrizia Cassaniti
Founder, Touched by

Christopher Foundation 

Safety Advocate, Let’s

talk about Safety 

Consequences - Reality of a

Safety Tragedy 
Tuesday 12 October  4:15pm 
Patrizia is a work health and safety advocate with a compelling and

confronting life story. She shares the crucial lessons everyone in

construction, manufacturing and engineering need to hear to shift out

complacency and create a safe working environment for themselves and

all their work mates. Her devastating story is of a tragedy that was never

an accident, but an incident waiting to happen, all because of

complacency that took her 18-year-old son’s life. Be prepared for an

emotional and inspiring journey with this powerful and potentially life-

saving session where the usual ‘she’ll be right mate’ or 'it won’t happen to

me’ situation will make you evaluate your daily work practises and make

your family the reason why you work safe every day. She has had

extensive coverage on the media, 60 minutes and Morning shows and has

helped develop an App together with SafeWork NSW, that allows

workers to speak up anonymously. Her safety advocacy leads her to

reign new laws in her son’s honour, by bringing tougher penalties and

greater consequences for unsafe work practices. Her foundation helps

families financially, so that they can grieve without the everyday burden

Daniel is a State Inspector – Electrical Hazards Management with

SafeWork NSW. Daniel works on the delivery of workplace safety

improvement strategies across NSW. Daniel also assists investigators

with complex electrical incidents and provides technical support to both

the inspectorate and the wider public. Daniel represents SafeWork NSW

on various industry forums and Australian Standards commitees . He also

prepares and publishes safety alerts, fact sheets and other guidance

material on emerging and existing electrical hazards on behalf of the

regulator.
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aRC FLASH MANAGEMENT
Wednesday 13 October  2:00pm 

Jim Phillips

With a professional career spanning four decades, Jim has been helping

tens of thousands of people around the world understand electrical

power system design, analysis and electrical safety. Having taught over

2500 seminars during his career to people from all seven continents (Yes

Antarctica is included!), he has developed a reputation for being one of the

best trainers and public speakers in the electric power industry.  

Jim earned a B.S.E.E. from The Ohio State University and is a Registered

Professional Engineer. He began teaching in the early 1980’s while

working at Square D Company’s Power System Analysis Department. He

later was with Ohio Edison Company where he performed transmission

planning studies and ultimately headed up the Short Circuit Studies Group

where he was also responsible for performing transient, protective

grounding and other analytical studies. In addition, he was an adjunct

faculty member for Stark State College where he taught classes on

electrical power systems. 

Founder, 

 Brainfiller.com

Founder, 

 ArcFlashForum
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Glenn Cook
Principal Community

Safety 

Specialist, Energy

Queensland

POWERLINE SAFETY 

Look Up & Live 
Wednesday 13 October  3:00pm 

Glen Cook (Cookie), is an experienced and enthusiastic Public Safety

Specialist. Cookie is extremely passionate about raising powerline safety

awareness and received the AHIS Health and Safety Professional of the

Year at the Australian Work Health and Safety Awards in 2020. Working

as an electrician for over 30 years within the construction and utilities

industries he has been first responder to serious injury/burns and

fatalities due to third party accidental contact with powerlines. Cookie is

the driving force behind the ‘Look up and Live’ app and award winning

lookupandlive.com.au powerline mapping application that is assisting

workers plan work near powerlines, to identify and eliminate powerline

hazards. 
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Alan Girle
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Electrical Safety Regulation &

Compliance
Wednesday 13 October  3:45pm 

Alan is enrolled as solicitor and barrister on the High Court roll, the

Supreme Court rolls in Queensland, the Australian Capital Territory

and the High Court roll in New Zealand. He practises throughout

Australia under a Queensland Practising Certificate. Alan has been in

practice since 1991 and more recently has been recognised in the

consecutive years of 2014-2020 in the Doyle's Guide as a "Leading

Workplace Health & Safety Lawyer – Queensland". He has also been

selected by his peers in consecutive years for inclusion in the 2014-

2021 Editions of The Best Lawyers in Australia in the "Occupational

Health & Safety Law" category, these achievements confirm that Alan

is one of the country's best lawyers who can assist clients in

defending and negotiating government-initiated prosecutions.

Special Counsel,

MacPherson Kelley

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL 
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Darren Jenkins

Electrical Safety Risks &

Management 

Wednesday 13 October  4:15pm

Electrical Safety

Manager, Ausgrid

Darren is the electrical safety manager at Ausgrid. Ausgrid is the

largest distributor of electricity on Australia’s east coast, providing

power to 1.8 million customers. Their network is made up of

substations, powerlines, underground cables and power poles,

spanning 22,275 square kilometres throughout Sydney, the Central

Coast and the Hunter Valley  
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Pam Pryor
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ELECTRICITY: THE OHS BODY OF

KNOWLEDGE

Wednesday 13 October  4:45pm

Pam has tertiary qualifications in both education and occupational

health and safety and has worked in these areas for over 25 years. In

2014, she completed a Masters by Research investigating the factors

impacting on the strategic influence of OHS professionals with senior

management. Pam has been active in OHS education and professional

affairs for many years. She was the SIA representative and chair of the

Technical Panel managing the project to develop and implement the

Body of Knowledge for generalist OHS professionals, develop criteria

and process for accreditation of OHS professional education and make

recommendations for certification of OHS professionals and

practitioners.Pam was appointed as the inaugural registrar of the OHS

Education Accreditation Board in February 2011 and held this position

until June 2017. She continues to manage the ongoing development of

the OHS Body of Knowledge.

Manager, OHS Body

of Knowledge

Development,  AIHS
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Daniel Craig

Influencing electrical safety

behaviours in young

construction workers
Thursday 14 October  2:00pm 

Science Outreach

Manager

Daniel Craig is the Science Outreach Manager for the Centre for Work

Health and Safety. With a background in marine biology, palaeontology

and musical theatre, Daniel has used his unconventional mix of expertise

while previously working for Questacon and the Natural History

Museum in London. He brings his international experience in research,

education and communication to the Centre to ensure that the research

outputs reach the industries and the workers it aims to help. Craig's

presentation focuses on young male workers who are overrepresented

in injury and incident in  NSW as research has shown 
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David Cant

The Electrical Network and

Public Workers – Findings and

Learnings
Thursday 14 October  2:30pm 

Head of

Operational

Safety, Ausgrid

David is an experienced and practical WHS leader, with extensive

experience leading the health and safety function in major Australian

and international companies, with a primary focus on returning value

to shareholders by stopping incidents from occurring and people

from getting hurt in the workplace. He continues to work with

business leaders and organisations to get their safety outcomes right,

by developing a clear vision of where they want to be; putting in place

agreed strategies; underpinned by annual plans, to drive the effective

implementation of identified initiatives. He works with organisations to

develop quality programs to assist in effectively managing safety

outcomes and put in place specific and measurable goals to monitor

performance and achieve continuous improvement in the safety

function.
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Day 3 Thursday 14 October

Chris Halliday

PREVENTING ELECTRICAL INCIDENTS
Thursday 14 October  3:15pm 

Far too many electrical shock and arc flash incidents occur in the

electrical industry. This presentation will investigate preventing

electrical incidents by designing out the risk using recent advances in

technologies. Statistics for the primary types of incidents in the

mining sector and more broadly will be investigated. Human factors

that cause incidents will be briefly explored including changing

attitudes about working live and interruptions to the electricity supply.

Issues around electrical legal compliance will also be discussed.

Director, PowerLogic
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Sue Bottrell

Contractor management
Thursday 14 October  3:45pm 

Director, 

 ContractorSAFE

Sue Bottrell has worked in occupational health and safety and

workers compensation for the past 18 years. She is a practicing

lawyer and a suitably qualified OHS professional as defined by

Worksafe Victoria (2008) and has qualifications in safety and law to

master’s level. This combination of qualifications and experience sets

Sue apart from all other OHS lawyers and safety professionals and

puts her at the top of the safety profession

She has worked in hands on safety roles and provided expert

consulting advice to over 200 businesses across Australia including

construction, waste management, local government, disability

services, manufacturing, transport, heavy industry, aviation, aged care

and government agencies such as Victoria Police and the Department

of Human Services. She takes a pragmatic and practical approach to

working with all levels of organisations from workers to Executive to

bring about meaningful and sustainable improvements in safety. 

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL 
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On Demand Gallery Watch Anytime

Mitch Pritchard

Raising Awareness of Arc

Flash Risks & Hazards
Mitch is currently in the role of Maintenance Superintendent at AGL

Bayswater Power Station he is responsible for the safe, effective and

dynamic maintenance of all Unit related systems.

In addition to his primary responsibilities he takes initiative in contributing

to broader business improvement, most crucially the Transformation of

AGL Macquarie, supporting safety and process changes, organisation

restructure and asset strategy, maintenance and continuous

improvement.

Previously he was the Chairperson of the Bayswater WHSE committee,

working with members from all areas of the business including the

contingent contractor representatives, to innovate and maintain industry

best practice WHSE culture and behaviour.

Maintenance

Superintendent,  

AGL Energy
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We'd like to thank our organising committee for helping to bring together this program

Don Zakroczymski - Head of HSE, Growthbuilt - Chair of Committee 

David Cant - Head of Operational Safety, Ausgrid

Grant Kelly - Health and Safety Manager – Network Delivery Services , Ausgrid

Allan Mulvena - Inspector - WorkSafe Victoria

Daniel Daoud - Inspector - SafeWork NSW

David Clarke -  CEO - AIHS

If you have any questions or queries, please contact us:

Australian Institute of Health & Safety 

Call:  03 8336 1995

Email: events@aihs.org.au 
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